
WRITE A SENTENCE USING A WORD WALL WORD

The word wall is designed to be an interactive tool for students and contains an array of Try to include words that
children use most commonly in their writing.

If you have both an AM and a PM class you may want to mount each class on a different color to differentiate
between the two. The children will write one beginning sound in each successive square. I usually have a pre
made table for them. However, my students interacted with the wall by having a vocabulary scrapbook that
listed the words on the wall with pictures or symbols that created a memory cue for students. As we say good
morning to a child he may go to the word wall and point to his name for the whole class using a fancy pointer.
First thwe cheerleader and then the entire class will spell and then say the word as a cheer. I encourage the
children to refer to the word wall often when they are writing in their notebooks. When the child has read the
word, it is their turn to shine the flashlight on a word and call on another student to read. CK 1 I'm going to
tear down this wall. Direct instruction of vocabulary and constant practice with vocabulary supports clarity for
English Learners across content areas. Because of this, it is only fair to really put the time and energy in
making your word wall useful to students and connect your word wall to your vocabulary instruction. I think
they felt more ownership over the list and were more motivated to use them. Morris, D. CK 1 Tom struck the
wall with his fist. Several clipboards, copy paper, cool pens, and pointers are placed in a dish tub for the
students to use during center time. Yesâ€¦ pretty. CK 1 There's a huge hole in the wall. Each of them does a
word before he or she can go stand in line. Additional children take turns choosing other words which begin
with the last letter of the previous word. CK 1 The map is on the wall. CK 1 This wall feels very cold. The
children are given strips of grid paper. Using Words in Context Call out or write out several words that begin
with the same letter, such as: went want was what where. Tape the word wall paper to their desk or writing
folder for easy reference. CK 1 We painted the walls white. CK 1 He was leaning against the wall. Next select
your background for your word wall, some suggestions are butcher paper, fabric, or felt.


